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Purpose: Providing accurate gradient currents is challenging due to the gra-
dient chain nonlinearities, arising from gradient power amplifiers and power
supply stages. This work introduces a new characterization approach that takes
the amplifier and power supply into account, resulting in a nonlinear model that
compensates for the current droop.
Methods: The gradient power amplifier and power supply stage were charac-
terized by a modified state-space averaging technique. The resulting nonlinear
model was inverted and used in feedforward to control the gradient coil cur-
rent. A custom-built two-channel z-gradient coil was driven by high-switching
(1 MHz), low-cost amplifiers (<$200) using linear and nonlinear controllers.
High-resolution (<80 ps) pulse-width-modulation signals were used to drive
the amplifiers. MRI experiments were performed to validate the nonlinear
controller’s effectiveness.
Results: The simulation results validated the functionality of the state-space
averaging method in characterizing the gradient system. The performance of
linear and nonlinear controllers in generating a trapezoidal current waveform
was compared in simulations and experiments. The integral errors between the
desired waveform and waveforms generated by linear and nonlinear controllers
were 1.9% and 0.13%, respectively, confirming the capability of the nonlinear
controller to compensate for the current droop. Phantom images validated the
nonlinear controller’s ability to correct droop-induced distortions.
Conclusion: Benchtop measurements and MRI experiments demonstrated that
the proposed nonlinear characterization and digitally implemented feedforward
controller could drive gradient coils with droop-free current waveforms (with-
out a feedback loop). In experiments, the nonlinear controller outperformed the
linear controller by a 14-fold reduction in the integral error of a test waveform.
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974 BABALOO and ATALAR

1 INTRODUCTION

MRI scanners use three gradient coils to provide spa-
tial encoding within an imaging volume. Gradient power
amplifiers (GPAs) with high-voltage and high-current
specifications drive the gradient coils. The current flow-
ing through each coil must follow a command waveform
as accurately as possible to ensure good image quality.
However, providing accurate gradient coil currents might
be challenging due to hardware imperfections. Conven-
tional gradient systems use closed-loop feedback con-
trollers1,2 to precisely track the command input current.
Thus, they require high-precision high-cost current sen-
sors because any error in the current measurements results
in an output error. The recently introduced gradient array
systems,3–5 multi-coil technique,6–8 and matrix gradient
coils,9,10 which are capable of generating dynamically con-
trollable magnetic field profiles, use multiple gradient coils
and, hence, need many current sensors for the feedback
loop, which significantly increases the system cost (>$600
per sensor). Therefore, to avoid the need for measure-
ment data and expensive current sensors, feedforward
controllers might be preferable.

In an ideal system, the gradient amplifiers are powered
by a constant voltage at all times. However, in a practical
system, the power supply gradually loses its voltage when
it starts to deliver a high current. The gradual decrease in
the supply voltage is called droop11–13 and causes a gradual
decrease in the current at the flat top of a gradient pulse if
there is no feedback. To use feedforward controllers effec-
tively, an approximate system model should be available.
Ertan et al.3 considered a linear time-invariant first-order
model of the gradient system in the feedforward, including
only the gradient coil model. The GPAs were assumed to
generate an ideal voltage source while ignoring the poten-
tial droop in the supply. However, as discussed in this
work, the droop is a nonlinear process that cannot be cor-
rected with a linear time-invariant controller. Therefore, it
is crucial to include the GPAs and power supply stages in
the gradient system model to obtain an accurate nonlinear
model that compensates for the droop.

Gradient chain characterization techniques such as
the gradient impulse response function (GIRF)14–19 or
gradient modulation transfer function (GMTF)20,21 are
also based on the assumption that the gradient system
behaves as a linear time-invariant system. The informa-
tion acquired from these techniques is used for trajectory
correction in the image reconstruction procedure. Ideally,
the gradient waveforms are controlled precisely such that
trajectory correction is unnecessary.

This study is an extended version of a previously pre-
sented conference abstract on gradient current waveform
droop compensation.22 Here, a nonlinear second-order

model that includes the GPA and power supply is intro-
duced for the gradient chain. The focus of this work is
the investigation of nonlinearities associated with the GPA
and compensation for the imperfections of the GPA rather
than those of the gradient coil. The state space averag-
ing (SSA) method has been used in the literature23–27 to
model DC–DC power convertors in a steady state lin-
earized around an operating point. We use the modified
SSA method to characterize the switching GPAs, both
steady-state and transient behavior, by considering nonlin-
ear equations. The accuracy of the SSA method primarily
depends on the switching frequency of pulse width mod-
ulation (PWM) signals. In our case, this method is appli-
cable because of high-switching PWM signals (1 MHz).
The digital inversion of the acquired model is then used
in the feedforward open-loop configuration to provide
the required voltage to control the output gradient cur-
rents. Using a nonlinear controller compensates for the
current droop in the plateau region of the trapezoidal
gradient waveforms and provides slight corrections in
the transients. As proof of concept, this study consid-
ers a z-gradient coil with two separate windings driven
by two independent GPAs and power supplies. A non-
linear multi-input-multi-output feedforward controller is
applied. The output currents are measured for both linear
and nonlinear controllers by applying a trapezoidal wave-
form at the input. Finally, MRI experiments are conducted
to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2 METHODS

2.1 Gradient power amplifier
and PWM generation

Switch-mode full-bridge GPAs28,29 are standard amplifier
types used to drive MRI gradient coils with high current
levels of several hundred amperes. These amplifiers oper-
ate by rapidly switching back and forth between the supply
rails, which are being fed by PWM signals. In PWM, the
frequency of pulses remains fixed, but the duration of each
pulse is modulated according to the corresponding duty
cycle. The duty cycle is calculated by dividing the required
voltage by the power supply voltage (either a feedforward
or feedback controller).

d =
vrequired

VS .

(1)

Note that d must be in the range of −1 to 1. The full-bridge
amplifier configuration and center-aligned approach for
PWM generation are shown in Figure 1A and B,
respectively.
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BABALOO and ATALAR 975

F I G U R E 1 A, Full-bridge power
amplifier configuration. B, The
center-aligned approach for two periods
of PWM. The waveforms for the high-side
transistors (T1 and T3) are shown in the
figure. The low-side transistors (T2 and T4)
are switched with complementary logic

Considering a feedforward configuration and for a
given desired current waveform, i(t), the required voltage
can be calculated by the following equation:

vrequired(t) = L di(t)
dt

+ Ri(t) (2)

where L and R represent the inductance and resistance
of the gradient coil, respectively. This linear equation can
be extended for the gradient array3 or multi-coil systems,
in which case, the mutual inductance between the coils
should be considered.

Equation (1) holds true if the drain voltages of the GPA
metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOS-
FETs) are constant and equal to the supply voltage, which
yields a first-order linear model for the gradient systems.
In practice, however, the supply voltage is not constant.

2.2 Modified SSA

The SSA technique was developed to characterize switch-
ing power converters.24 DC-DC power conversion is
accomplished by repetitively switching between linear cir-
cuits with lossless storage components, inductances, and
capacitances. Assuming a single period of PWM, there are
only two different states of the circuit, that is, “on” and
“off” (Figure 2). During the intervals Ton(nT < t < ts) and
Toff (ts < t < (n + 1)T), ts is the switching time, and the
following linear time-invariant differential equations can
describe the system:

d x(t)
dt

=

{
Aonx(t) + bon nT < t < ts

Aoffx(t) + boff ts < t < (n + 1)T
.

(3)

This equation is the state-space representation of the
differential equations, where x is the state vector, which
is composed of the inductor’s current and capacitor’s

F I G U R E 2 A single circuit variable (the inductor current, for
example) time dependence over a period of PWM (T) with the
PWM on and off duration. The duty cycle, d(n), is defined as the
ratio of Ton to T

voltage. The state matrix Aon and the input vector bon
describe the circuit topology when it is in the “on” state.
Likewise, Aoff and boff represent the “off” state. The corre-
sponding solutions of the above equations are as follows:

x(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

eAon(t−nT)x(nT) +A−1
on
(

eAon(t−nT) − I
)

bon

nT < t < ts

eAoff(t−ts)x (ts) +A−1
off

(
eAoff(t−ts) − I

)
boff

ts < t < (n + 1)T
.

(4)

Knowing that, ts − nT = Ton = d(n)T and (n + 1)T −
ts = Toff = (1 − d(n))T, at t = (n + 1)T, we have the
following:

x((n + 1)T)

= eAoff(1−d(n))T [eAond(n)Tx(nT) +A−1
on
(

eAond(n)T − I
)

bon
]

+A−1
off

(
eAoff(1−d(n))T − I

)
boff. (5)
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976 BABALOO and ATALAR

Now, we use the first-order approximation of the fun-
damental matrix eAt ≈ I +At and keep only the first-order
terms. By defining x(n) = x(nT), the following difference
equation describes the general behavior of the circuit:

x(n + 1) =
[
I + d(n)TAon + (1 − d(n))TAoff

]
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Aavg

x(n)

+
[
d(n)Tbon + (1 − d(n))Tboff

]
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

bavg

(6)

where T is the sampling period, I is the identity matrix,
and d(n) is the duty cycle of period nth, which is the main
input of the system in DC-DC power converters. x(n) and
x(n + 1) are the state vectors at the beginning and the end
of period nth, respectively. The edge-aligned configuration
is considered here for simplicity. However, it can be shown
that the result is not a function of the phase; thus, the
center-aligned PWM can be approximated with the same
equation. Equation (6) describes the averaged behavior of
the circuit, effectively smoothing out the switching ripple,
and we call it the averaged model. In a linear system, the
state matrix is a constant, and the input appears only in the
additive term b. However, the state matrix in Equation (6)
(Aavg) incorporates the duty cycle, which is the input, mak-
ing the system nonlinear, i.e., doubling the input does not
simply double the output.

2.3 Single-channel gradient system

The gradient system considered here includes the gradi-
ent coil, gradient power amplifier, power supply stage, and
PWM generation block. The gradient system’s input is the
duty cycle, and the output is the gradient coil current iGC.
Since the switching frequency of our GPA is sufficiently
high, the modified SSA technique introduced in the previ-
ous section is used to characterize the general behavior of
the gradient system. Considering a single period of PWMs,
the on and off states of the circuit, which are indicated by
the green and red paths in Figure 3A, respectively, can be
described with the following equations:

d
dt

[
iGC(t)
vC(t)

]
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−RGC

LGC

1
LGC

− 1
C

− 1
RSC

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
[

iGC(t)
vC(t)

]
+
⎡⎢⎢⎣

0
VS

RSC

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
for interval Ton⎡⎢⎢⎣

−RGC
LGC

0

0 − 1
RSC

⎤⎥⎥⎦
[

iGC(t)
vC(t)

]
+
⎡⎢⎢⎣

0
VS

RSC

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
for interval Toff

.

(7)

The state variables are the gradient coil current and
the decoupling capacitor voltage. The averaged nonlinear
model can be formulated as follows:

[
iGC(n + 1)
vC(n + 1)

]
=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 − TRGC

LGC

T
LGC

d(n)

− T
C

d(n) 1 − T
RSC

⎤⎥⎥⎦
[

iGC(n)
vC(n)

]
+
⎡⎢⎢⎣

0
TVS

RSC

⎤⎥⎥⎦
(8)

This equation shows the interdependency of the gradi-
ent current and capacitor voltage. If d is zero, at the
steady state, the gradient coil current, iGC, is zero. The
capacitor voltage, vC, becomes equal to the supply voltage,
VS. When d increases, vC starts to decrease. As a result,
the gradient current cannot follow the value of d and
gradually decreases. This event is called droop in power
electronics. The amount of droop depends on the circuit
parameters and the magnitude of the current flowing in
the coil. As the gradient coil current increases, the droop
increases nonlinearly. It is worth mentioning that if we
consider only the gradient coil model (ignoring the capac-
itor and power supply nonideality), the resulting equation
will be the first-order linear equation used in previous
works.3,30

2.4 Multi-coil gradient system

The modified SSA technique can also be used to character-
ize gradient systems with coupled coils. As a proof of con-
cept, we write equations for only a two-channel gradient;
however, the technique can be easily generalized for a high
number of channels. Assuming d1 > d2 (d1: channel 1 duty
cycle,d2: channel 2 duty cycle), there are only three differ-
ent circuit states. During the intervals Ton-on,Ton-off,Toff-off
(Figure 3B), the system can be described by a set of linear,
time-invariant differential equations, as follows:

d x(t)
dt

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

Aon-onx(t) + bon-on, for interval Ton-on

Aon-offx(t) + bon-off, for interval Ton-off

Aoff-offx(t) + boff-off, for interval Toff-off
.

(9)

Similar to the single channel, under the rapid switching
assumption, the circuit’s general behavior can be described
by a single difference equation, as follows:

x(n + 1) = A (d1(n), d2(n)) x(n) + b (d1(n), d2(n)) (10)

where x is the state vector consisting of the gradient
coil current and capacitor voltage. Matrices A and b are
(K is the mutual inductance between the coils and K =
LGC1LGC2 −M2) as follows:
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BABALOO and ATALAR 977

F I G U R E 3 A, Single-channel gradient system circuit including amplifier, power supply with parallel decoupling capacitor, and the
gradient coil. The green path shows the circuit during Ton, and the red path shows the circuit during Toff. PWMs for channel 1 and channel 2
assuming d1 > d2 (B) and different states of the two-channel system circuit that covers any combination of d1, d2 (C)

A(n) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 − TRGC1LGC2
K

TLGC2
K

d1(n)
TMRGC2

K
− TM

K
d2(n)

− T
C1

d1(n) 1 − T
RS1C1

0 0
TMRGC1

K
− TM

K
d1(n) 1 − TRGC2L1

K
TLGC1

K
d2(n)

0 0 − T
C2

d2(n) 1 − T
RS2C2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

b =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0
TVS1

RS1C1
0

0 0

0 TVS2
RS2C2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(11)

2.5 Control architecture

The performance of the gradient system greatly depends
on the selected control method. The feedback control
(proportional–integral–derivative) method has been
widely used to regulate the gradient current waveforms;
however, this method limits bandwidth of the gradient
system and necessitates high-precision current sensors,
raising the system’s cost. In contrast, feedforward

controllers do not need current measurements and have
higher bandwidth but require an accurate system model.
Although a linear model consisting of only gradient coil
parameters (inductance and resistance) may provide a
good approximation of the system, it does not cover the
nonlinear behavior of GPAs and power supply stages.
Therefore, improved characterization of the gradient
system, which includes those nonlinearities, is essential.

To find the feedforward controller, we use the inverse
of the proposed averaged nonlinear model. The duty cycle
is extracted from the desired gradient current waveform
and the calculated capacitor voltage in the discrete-time
domain. As an example, for a single-channel gradient sys-
tem, the following two recursive equations represent the
inverse system (feedforward controller):

d(n) =
LGC

T
(idGC(n + 1) − idGC(n)) + RGCidGC(n)

vC(n)
(12)

vC(n + 1) =
(

1 − T
RSC

)
vC(n) −

T
C

d(n)idGC(n) +
TVS

RSC
(13)
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978 BABALOO and ATALAR

F I G U R E 4 A, The overall gradient chain block diagram, including the feedforward controller and different components of the gradient
system. B, Benchtop installation, which is located in the equipment room. C, The imaging setup, including the gradient coil, RF coil, TR
switch, and phantom

where d(n) is the duty cycle of the nth PWM and, idGC(n)
and vC(n) are the desired gradient current waveform and
the calculated capacitor voltage, respectively. Since the
desired current is known at all-time points and the initial
capacitor voltage is the supply voltage, d(n) can be com-
puted using Equation (12). The following values of vC(n)
will be calculated using Equation (13). The output of the
feedforward controller is the duty cycle, which is used to
generate the PWM signals. These equations can be easily
extended to a high number of channels. Figure 4A depicts
the block diagram of the feedforward controller (inverse
system) and the gradient system itself.

The Xilinx Virtex-VC707 evaluation board is used for
the digital implementation of the feedforward controller
(Equations 12 and 13) and PWM signal generation. A
center-aligned PWM with a 500 kHz switching frequency
(1 MHz effective frequency at the output, which leads to
a 1 μs dwell time) is used to drive the GPA switches. The
computation of the feedforward controller and PWM gen-
eration is fast enough to be completed in a dwell time,
making it a real-time process. The computational speed
depends on the field-programmable gate array resources
and the clock frequency used for calculations. In our case,
the lookup table use is 4503 out of 303,600 (1.48%) for a
single channel. The pipelined architecture is used to max-
imize the clock frequency. The resource use increases as
the number of channels increases, but not linearly due to
mutual couplings between channels. For a high number
of channels, the field-programmable gate array resources
may not be sufficient to compute all channels in parallel

within a dwell time, resulting in a computational delay.
However, the real-time operation will not be compromised
because a known fixed delay in an open-loop configura-
tion can be easily handled by injecting the input signal in
advance.

The resolution of PWMs has a significant impact
on the nonlinear feedforward controller’s efficiency.
High-resolution PWMs must be sensitive enough to detect
small changes in the applied duty cycle. For this purpose,
a 400 MHz clock frequency is used as the main counter,
resulting in a 10-bit resolution. An additional 5 bits are
added by using field-programmable gate array delay ele-
ments to achieve a 15-bit time resolution (78 ps), which
significantly reduces the digitization error in the gradient
waveforms.31

2.6 SSA model and feedforward control
simulations

To demonstrate how accurately the SSA model follows
the topological model, the responses of both models to
two different inputs (constant and varying duty cycles)
are compared in the simulation. The topological model
is the exact circuit implementation, including the switch-
ing function (the circuit shown in Figure 3A). Gradient
coil current simulations are also carried out using linear
and nonlinear controllers with a trapezoidal waveform as
the input to illustrate the capability of the nonlinear con-
troller in droop compensation. Because the image quality
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BABALOO and ATALAR 979

directly depends on the integral of the gradient (current)
waveform, the time integral of the desired test waveform
is compared to the time integrals of waveforms gener-
ated using the linear and nonlinear controllers. MATLAB
(R2020b, The MathWorks, Natick, MA) is used to conduct
all simulations.

2.7 Hardware setup

Custom-built fast switching power amplifiers con-
sist of new generation enhancement mode gallium
nitride (eGaN) power transistors, which can operate
reliability under high-voltage, high-temperature, and
high-frequency, are used to provide the required volt-
age level to the gradient coil using the appropriate duty
cycle. The fabricated GPAs are designed to be capable of
400 V/100 A operation ratings; however, smaller ratings
were tested to prudent. It is worth mentioning that our
GPA costs less than $200, which is comparable to the
existing low-cost gradient amplifiers,32,33 but operates at
higher power levels. The switching frequency in a conven-
tional GPA is approximately 100 kHz; however, by using
eGaN transistors,34 it is possible to increase the switch-
ing frequency to 500 kHz, which results in a reduction of
current ripples without LC low-pass filters or other ripple
attenuation techniques.35–37 The dead time adjustments
made to avoid shoot-through currents are performed by
resistor-capacitor circuits on the GPAs board. The transis-
tor temperature is monitored using a thermal camera to
ensure that the high switching frequency does not reduce
the efficiency of the GPA.

A two-channel z-gradient coil is used as a Maxwell
pair, producing a linear gradient field inside the region
of interest. Each coil is made up of 12 turns wound on
cylindrical Plexiglas with a diameter of 25 cm. Both coils
have almost the same inductance and resistance, which
are 80 μH and 200 mΩ, respectively. The mutual induc-
tance between the coils is approximately 25 μH. The large
bulk capacitors (5600 μF) connected to the power supply
(VS) work to decouple the GPAs from the power supplies
and provide the majority of the switching current required
by the amplifier. The resistance between the power sup-
plies and GPAs was calculated by dividing the measured
voltage difference by the current. These parameters are
tuned to take into account the effect of cables and switches
on-resistance (Rds-on).

2.8 Gradient current measurements

As a proof of concept, two different trapezoids (one
with a 50 A amplitude and the other with a 10 A

amplitude) are applied as inputs to the first and sec-
ond channels of the z-gradient coil. For both channels,
the rise time and pulse duration are 200 μs and 8 ms,
respectively. Each channel is driven by an independent
amplifier and power supply (Agilent-N8740A, 150 V max-
imum voltage). The currents are measured using an
Agilent-1146B AC/DC current probe on the lab bench
(Figure 4B).

Current measurements are also performed before
imaging by placing the gradient coil into the scanner bore.
Upon switching the gradient coil on/off, decaying oscilla-
tions are observed on the gradient current. While the exact
mechanism is not well understood, the mechanical vibra-
tion38,39 caused by Lorentz forces and/or gradient-induced
eddy currents40 could be the possible sources of this oscil-
latory behavior. Because nonlinearities in the system have
already been corrected, linear time-invariant system the-
ory and, thus, the gradient current transfer function can
be used to compensate for these oscillations. The mea-
sured output current (with oscillations) is divided by the
desired input in the frequency domain to obtain the cur-
rent transfer function. Using this transfer function yields
a premodified input that produces the desired trapezoid at
the output.

2.9 MRI experiments

MRI experiments are conducted on a Siemens TimTrio
3 T scanner. The imaging setup includes gradient coils
that are connected to the GPAs (outside the scanner room)
via a feedthrough panel. Trapezoidal waveforms are used
to drive both coils with opposite polarity to generate a
linear gradient field. We use a home-built, homogeneous
cylindrical phantom (diameter of 10 cm) that consists of
a CuSO4 solution at a concentration of 15 mM/L. A sin-
gle coronal slice (X-Z plane) is imaged using a gradient
echo sequence (with a slice thickness of 5 mm and a field
of view of 250 mm). During the experiments, the scanner
z-gradient is inactivated, and the provided z-gradient coil
is used to generate the required dephasing and readout
gradients with a strength of 6.2 mT/m in the z-direction.
The total durations of the dephasing and readout gradi-
ents are 2250 μs and 4500 μs, respectively, including rise/-
fall times of 220 μs. The TE/TR values are 10/20 ms. The
slice selection and phase encoding gradients are applied
via the scanner. A trigger signal is taken from the scan-
ner to synchronize the timings between system gradients
and our applied gradient. For RF transmission and recep-
tion, a home-built shielded Tx/Rx birdcage coil is placed
inside the gradient coil. Figure 4C shows the imaging
setup.
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980 BABALOO and ATALAR

F I G U R E 5 Time response
comparison of the topological model of
the gradient system (yellow) and the SSA
model (purple). The red curve shows the
average of the topological model with
ripples filtered out. A, Constant duty
cycle, d = 0.5. B, Magnified view of a small
region depicted by a square in Panel A.
The topological model average is precisely
followed by the SSA model (normalized
maximum error = 3.4 × 10−4%). Varying
duty cycle (3 kHz sinusoidal) (C), and
magnified view of the region specified by
the square in Panel C (D). Even in this
case, i.e., varying duty cycle, the SSA
provides an excellent approximation of
the topological model (normalized
maximum error = 0.11%). This error is
duty cycle-dependent, and it increases as
the duty cycle increases. A frequency of
3 kHz (as an example) is used here, which
is within the common range of the
gradient operation frequency

3 RESULTS

3.1 State-space averaging method

Figure 5 depicts the responses of SSA (Equation 8) and
topological models to a constant duty cycle (Figure 5A)
and a varying duty cycle (3 kHz sinusoidal waveform,
Figure 5C) for a single-channel gradient system, validat-
ing the accuracy of the SSA method in approximating the
circuit behavior. The normalized maximum error between
the SSA model and the average of the topological model
(ripples filtered out) for the constant and varying duty
cycles are 3.4 × 10−4% and 0.11%, respectively. This error
is duty cycle-dependent, and it increases as the duty cycle
increases, as shown in Figure 5D. The current ripples
(at the switching frequency) are visible in the topologi-
cal model response (Figure 5B) due to the GPA switch-
ing behavior. Because of the lack of switching frequency
parameters in the SSA model, it cannot simulate ripples.

3.2 Feedforward control simulations

Figure 6 compares the performance of the proposed non-
linear controller to that of the linear controller when a
trapezoidal input is applied. The linear controller pro-
duces a constant duty cycle in the flat-top region; however,
the nonlinear controller provides exponentially increasing
duty cycles in that region to compensate for the droop.
The maximum difference between these two occurs near

the end of the flat-top region, showing a 2.3% increase in
the duty cycles. The output currents (gradient coil cur-
rents) generated by the linear and nonlinear controllers are
shown in Figure 6C and D. Due to the limited resolution
of PWM signals, some undesirable low-frequency oscilla-
tions (8 mA peak-to-peak amplitude) can be observed in
the trapezoid plateau, as explained in the discussion. In the
simulations, the integral error for the linear controller is
approximately 1.4%, and it is almost zero (0.0014%) when
the nonlinear controller is used.

3.3 Gradient current measurements

Figure 7 shows benchtop measurements of coil currents
generated by linear and nonlinear controllers. Because
there is no feedback loop to regulate the output currents,
the current droop is visible in the flat-top region when
using the linear controller; however, the nonlinear con-
troller compensates for the droop. The gradient integral
errors for the waveforms generated by linear and nonlinear
controllers are 1.9% and 0.13%, respectively. The nonlinear
controller outperforms the linear controller by reducing
the integral error 14-fold, proving its droop compensation
capability. Figure 8 depicts the gradient coil current gen-
erated by the nonlinear controller when the coil is placed
inside the scanner bore, and as explained in Section 2.7,
the oscillatory response can be observed on the current
(red waveform) as the gradient turns on and off. Applying
a premodified input current obtained through the current
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BABALOO and ATALAR 981

F I G U R E 6 Simulation results. A,
Calculated required duty cycles for linear
first-order and nonlinear second-order
models. B, A magnified view of the
flat-top region, which clearly shows the
difference between the outputs of linear
and nonlinear controllers. C, The gradient
coil’s current after applying the duty
cycles acquired in Panel A. This
demonstrates that the nonlinear
controller compensates for the current
droop in the flat top region. D, A
magnified view of C for the flat-top period

F I G U R E 7 Experimental results.
Comparison of the coils’ currents
generated using the linear and nonlinear
models. The reference inputs are
trapezoid waveforms with amplitudes of
50 A and 10 A for channel 1 and channel
2, respectively. Both channels have the
same rise time (200 μs)

transfer function suppresses the oscillatory behavior and
generates an oscillation-free trapezoid (green waveform).

3.4 MRI experiments

Figure 9 (first row) shows the phantom images acquired
in the coronal plane. The reference image was obtained
using the scanner gradients. The uncompensated/com-
pensated image was taken with the home-built z-gradient
coil that generates readout gradients using the linear/non-
linear controller. The droop in the readout gradient caused
the gradient magnitude to deviate from its desired value,
resulting in image deformation (shrinking) along the read-
out direction. The yellow arrows indicate these defor-
mations. The nonlinear controller, which compensates
for the droop and provides almost the desired gradient
waveform, corrected these deformations. The difference
images (uncompensated and compensated images were

subtracted from the reference image) are shown in the sec-
ond row. The line profiles of the difference images show
an error in the intensity of six pixels for the uncompen-
sated image (red line), which is nearly corrected in the
compensated image (green line). Although the intensity of
the images taken with our gradient coil is higher than the
reference image in some areas, the main goal is to com-
pare the performances of linear and nonlinear controllers.
These images validate the claim that, in a gradient sys-
tem without feedback control, the gradient chain should
be treated as a nonlinear system and a nonlinear feedfor-
ward controller should be used to eliminate imperfections
in the GPA and power supply.

4 DISCUSSION

In this study, a modified state-space averaging method was
used to characterize the gradient system. The nonlinear
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982 BABALOO and ATALAR

F I G U R E 8 Oscillations of the current after switching the
gradient coil inside the scanner on/off (the red waveform). These
oscillations are removed by using the gradient current transfer
function and modifying the input waveform accordingly (the green
waveform)

effects of switching gradient power amplifiers were for-
mulated, and a method to compensate for the current
droop was proposed. The SSA method has been used in the

literature25 to model the transfer properties of power con-
verters by linearizing the equations around an operating
point; however, to find an accurate model for the gra-
dient system, we considered nonlinear equations. The
main assumption in this method is the approximation
of the fundamental matrix by its first-order linear term,
which is applicable in our case due to high-frequency
PWMs. Using high-order terms will, of course, improve
the modeling accuracy; however, the first-order term is
preferred to avoid calculation complexity. In the circuit
model, the amplifier switches (MOSFETs) are replaced
by ideal switches and series resistances (Rds-on), the gra-
dient coil is modeled as an inductance in series with a
resistance, and the power supply stage is represented with
only an ideal DC voltage source and an resistor-capacitor
circuit. Considering the parasitic elements in the cir-
cuit model would result in a more accurate characteri-
zation. Therefore, the gradient system was modeled as
a nonlinear, time-invariant system. The digital inverse
of this model was used in the feedforward path (open
loop) to control the PWM duty cycle and thus the output
current.

F I G U R E 9 Phantom images acquired in the coronal plane using the gradient echo pulse sequence (single slice). The uncompensated
and compensated images are taken by applying the currents provided with the linear and nonlinear controllers, respectively, as a readout
gradient (in the z direction, indicated by the white arrow). The droop in the readout gradient when using the linear controller results in
image deformation (shrinking), which is indicated by yellow arrows. The normalized error images and the line profiles show a significant
improvement in the image quality for the compensated image (acquired using the nonlinear controller)
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BABALOO and ATALAR 983

The gradient system model and, consequently, the
feedforward controller (both linear and nonlinear mod-
els) are susceptible to the circuit parameters. The circuit
model lumped elements are assumed to be constant in the
operating bandwidth, but resistances may change due to
temperature variation and affect the output gradient cur-
rent. The feedforward controller is also prone to external
disturbances such as eddy currents and mechanical vibra-
tions. These issues are related to the gradient coil, but the
focus of this work is on the investigation of nonlineari-
ties associated with the GPA. Although the resistances of
the GPA switches (Rds-on) are also temperature-dependent,
the coil resistance (including connection cables) is domi-
nant, so the GPA thermal effects on the output current are
negligible.

We used low duty cycle (5%) pulses in measurements
to distinguish the GPA nonlinearity from the coil thermal
effects. The thermal effects due to temperature-dependent
resistances are mostly related to the gradient coil and not
the amplifier; therefore, for high-duty cycle applications,
an assessment of the gradient coil thermal behavior is
necessary. The coil thermal behavior can also be charac-
terized, and the temperature-dependent parameters of the
feedforward controller can be adaptively updated based on
the thermal model.

Although a closed-loop feedback (proportional–
integral–derivative) controller1 can achieve similar results
on its own, it requires high-precision current sensors,
which significantly raises the system cost for array3 or
multi-coil6 systems with increased channels. The perfor-
mances of feedback and feedforward controllers can also
be compared, which is left for future investigations. The
combination of feedforward and feedback controllers41

can also be used to eliminate residual errors caused by
time-varying (temperature-dependent) parameters, eddy
currents, and mechanical vibrations; in this case, the non-
linear feedforward controller markedly reduces the load
of the feedback loop.

High-resolution PWM signals31 are essential to ensure
proper functionality of the nonlinear controller. In some
regions (e.g., the trapezoid plateau), the difference in the
duty cycle of consecutive PWMs is small, and if the PWM
generation algorithm does not provide enough resolu-
tion to detect those slight variations, a series of PWMs
will have the same duty cycle, resulting in an unwanted
low-frequency oscillation at the output current. Here, the
PWM duty cycles are generated with 15 bits, correspond-
ing to a temporal resolution of less than 80 ps, minimizing
those oscillations. The oscillations mentioned above are
distinct from the current ripples caused by the switching
nature of amplifiers.35

One of the benefits of high-frequency switching
PWMs is the reduction of output current ripples. As the

switching frequency increases, the current ripples become
small enough that LC filter stages at the GPA output are no
longer required, resulting in additional cost savings. In the
case of using ripple cancelation filters, the gradient system
characterization should also take into account the filter
circuit model. Another potential advantage is the broad-
ening of the operational bandwidth, even in closed-loop
controllers. As a result of the shorter dwell time, gradient
waveforms with higher slew rates (lower rise time) can be
generated.

The nonlinear feedforward controller is also applica-
ble for varying loads. Because the feedforward controller
depends on the system model (circuit parameters), any
changes in the parameters must be reflected in the feed-
forward controller. For example, in the case of driving a
group of coil elements with a single amplifier by means
of switching circuits,42 the coil-related parameters of the
controller must be updated. This is easily accomplished by
storing all coil parameters in the field-programmable gate
array memory and loading the corresponding one when
switching between coil elements occurs.

In the recently introduced array coil or multi-coil tech-
niques, gradient coils have lower inductances than con-
ventional coils; thus, it is possible to achieve the required
current waveforms (with the desired amplitude and slew
rate) by applying lower voltages. As the voltage/current
ratio decreases, the current droop in the plateau region of
the trapezoid waveform increases, and minor distortions
appear in the rise/fall portions. Applying higher voltages
(to achieve the same current) might minimize the droop
effect, but it increases the needed power and hardware
cost. The proposed method compensates for the droop by
adjusting the PWM duty cycles while using the optimum
supply voltages.

Sizeable high-voltage capacitors (decoupling capaci-
tors) connected in parallel to the power supplies are pri-
marily responsible for high switching voltages and cur-
rents (the rise/fall portions of the trapezoid). Since the
maximum required voltage for the array coils is less than
that of the conventional coils, smaller capacitors with
lower voltages can be used. Although lowering the capac-
itor value may result in more droop, it does not affect the
output current since the capacitor voltage droop is con-
sidered in the nonlinear model calculations. As a result,
the proposed method allows for smaller capacitors, lower-
ing system costs and physical space requirements without
compromising the output quality.

In our experiments, the proposed method was only
tested on the z-gradient and the readout gradient of a
simple gradient echo sequence as a proof of concept; how-
ever, we expect similar results and performances for x- and
y-gradients because the gradient chain circuit is the same
for all three axes, and it can also be used to generate any
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984 BABALOO and ATALAR

gradient waveform and compensate for the current droops.
The effect of droop in the gradient current waveforms can
be more pronounced in other applications, such as EPI and
DWI, which require long pulses or high gradient strength,
resulting in signal drop and image artifacts.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This work presented and validated a modified state-space
averaging technique for characterizing gradient system
(including GPA and power supply), as well as a nonlinear
feedforward controller for compensating for gradient cur-
rent droop. The simulation results demonstrated that the
SSA method provided an accurate gradient system char-
acterization. The experimental results showed that using
the nonlinear controller reduces the gradient current inte-
gral error 14-fold when compared to the linear controller.
Phantom images verify the nonlinear controller perfor-
mance in correcting distortions caused by gradient current
droop.
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